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L)esign for

OXWELDING
By redesigning this table
and other aluminum alloy
furniture for oxwelded
construction, the producer
cut manufacturing costs
25 per cent.

and lower production costs
OXY-ACETYLENE welding low-

ers production costs because it
provides a method of fabricating metal
without slow and expensive mechanical
jointing . . . By making joints stronger
than the metal itself, it permits the use of
lighter material or the substitution of
shape-cut fabricated parts for castings...
And by making a smooth, invisible joint,
it makes painting, lacquering, enamel-
ing, or polishing easier and quicker.

Tomorrow's engineers will be ex-
pected to know how to apply the oxy-
acetylene process of welding and cutting
metals. For their assistance, we have
prepared several interesting technical
booklets explaining how this modern
metal-working process is used in the
design, construction, and fabrication of
metal parts and structures. These books
contain newer and more practical ma-
terial than most texts and will form a
helpful addition to your personal li-
brary. Write to. us and we will send
them to you without charge.
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An Electrical

GULLIVER
AMONG

LILLIPUTIANS?

160,000-kw G-E tandem-com-
pound turbine-generator set

on test.

No— but the immense size of this

160/000-kilowatt turbine-generator dwarfs

the 44 test men who test such apparatus.

This turbine-generator for the Brooklyn

Edison Company — the largest single-shaft

unit yet developed — is capable of furnish-

ing muscle power equal to all the inhabitants

of New York City. Its 214,400 horsepower

operates both day and night, lifting heavy

burdens from human shoulders, and supplying

electric energy to countless devices in homes,

in offices, and in factories.

The 44 test men shown above represent 31

colleges and universities from New Mexico

to New Hampshire, including the University

of Porto Rico. Each year many college-

trained men join the General Electric Testing

Department, which trains them for future

responsible positions and electrical leader-

ship on land, on sea, and in the air.

95-89SDH

GENERALWELECTRIC




